**Engine Multiple Displacement System Solenoid**

**LINE EXTENSION**

916-511XD

*Chrysler, Dodge 2009-05, Jeep 2009-05, 5.7L engine*

**Pop Code:** A | **VIO:** 768,855

**OE PROBLEM:** The original solenoid fails due to overheating and eventual burn out. Additionally, the plastic materials fuse to the engine making it difficult for servicing.

**OE FIX:** Redesigned with an aluminum plunger to resist heat related failures for increased durability and longer service life.

- The redesign results in less distortion to allow for much easier removal if component servicing is necessary
- Mounting bolt included for a complete installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Oil passages clog due to sludge and electrical components fail due to harsh under-hood conditions, resulting in illumination of the check engine light and loss of power

**Key Fob**

**LINE EXTENSION**

99377

*Ford 2019-11, Lincoln 2015-13*

**Pop Code:** D | **VIO:** 3,037,436

**OE PROBLEM:** When the original key fob fails the dealer requires an expensive replacement and programming.

**OE FIX:** Available as a complete unit, including a user-friendly programming tool to easily sync the remote to the vehicle in less than five minutes.

**Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) Sensor**

**NEW**

904-789

*Ram 1500 2017-14, 3.0L diesel engine*

**Pop Code:** D | **VIO:** 88,400

**OE PROBLEM:** The original EGT sensor corrodes over time from exhaust heat, and then breaks off inside the exhaust bung when removed.

**OE FIX:** Repairs the mounting bung instead of replacing the exhaust pipe to repair the broken EGT sensor inside the mounting bung
- Bung repair kit included for a complete installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Reduced engine performance results in illumination of the check engine light

**Engine Coolant Overflow Hose**

**LINE EXTENSION**

626-630

*Ford Super Duty 2007-05, 6.0L diesel engine*

**Pop Code:** B | **VIO:** 475,535

**OE PROBLEM:** The original hose typically fails due to the plastic material of the Y-connector, which eventually cracks and leaks over time.

**OE FIX:** We upgraded the brittle plastic to stronger aluminum for greater durability.
- Clamps included for a complete installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original plastic connector cracks over time and results in coolant leaks and loss of pressure

**Radiator Coolant Hose O-Rings**

**LINE EXTENSION**

OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

926-159

*Ford 2018-11, 6.7L diesel engine*

**Pop Code:** B | **VIO:** 1,162,177

Seals coolant hose fittings
- Save time and money by replacing the failed O-ring, instead of the entire radiator hose assembly
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original rubber O-ring deteriorates over time, resulting in coolant loss or leak
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**Transmission Oil Cooler Lines**
LINE EXTENSION  
OVER 320 SKUS AVAILABLE

624-555  
Buick Cascada 2017-18, Chevrolet Cruze 2014-11  
Pop Code: A | VIO: 663,561

Transfers transmission oil from the transmission to the transmission oil cooler assembly

- Leak-resistant design helps prevent common problem of transmission fluid loss
- Manufactured from metal and rubber with OE-style fittings
- Quality tested for conformance to product standards and quality

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Rubber deteriorates over time and metal tubes rust or corrodes, resulting in transmission fluid leaks

**Timing Covers**
LINE EXTENSION  
OVER 95 SKUS AVAILABLE

635-127  
Ford F250-550 Super Duty 2010-08, 6.4L diesel engine  
Pop Code: B | VIO: 313,135

Protects timing components, seals oil flow at front engine, houses the oil and water pump

- Gasket included for a complete installation
- Corrosion resistant for a longer service life
- High-quality construction resists warping, cracking and porosity

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Cracks, warpage, corrosion, oil pump wear/failure results in oil leaks, low oil pressure and coolant leaks

**Fuel Injector Sleeve**
LINE EXTENSION

926-028  
Ford Mustang, Explorer, Ranger 2010-98, 4.0L SOHC engine  
Pop Code: B | VIO: 2,671,130

Seats injector in cylinder head

- Manufactured from high-quality materials for a longer service life
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- The original sleeve becomes brittle and breaks when servicing injectors

**Park Assist Cameras**
LINE EXTENSION  
OVER 150 SKUS AVAILABLE

590-415  
Ford Edge 2015-13  
Pop Code: C | VIO: 468,541

Replace your vehicle’s faulty rear camera assembly with a Dorman exclusive camera solution

- Upgraded camera lens provides clearer resolution
- Protective coating added for additional protection of electrical components due to harsh road/weather conditions
- Easy to install, plug-and-play design - no special programming required
- Mounting bracket included for a complete installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Corrosion and exposure to environmental contaminants result in image not displaying correctly on built-in dashboard display

**Fuel Water Separator Drain Valve**
LINE EXTENSION

904-463  
Dodge Ram Pickup 2001-00, 5.9L diesel engine  
Pop Code: C | VIO: 151,657

Drains water and fuel from the fuel filter housing

- Mounting screws and O-ring included for a complete installation
- Direct replacement for original equipment designs

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Failure results in fuel leaks from O-rings or clogged drain and the inability to drain fuel

**Battery Trays**
LINE EXTENSION  
OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

00071  
Chrysler 200 2014-11, Dodge Avenger 2014-08  
Pop Code: B | VIO: 803,866

Secures vehicle battery to the chassis

- Cost-effective solution for failure-prone part
- Prevents issues arising from unsecured battery, like terminal damage and battery acid leaks

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Corrosion or collision damage results in loose or broken battery tray
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